KOMODO NATIONAL PARK 11 DAYS/10 NIGHTS
DAY 01. EMABARK IN LABUAN BAJO
Departure from Labuan Bajo, the main port in Komodo National Park, the start of an
extraordinary diving adventure
DAY 2: GILI LAWA LAUT - GILI LAWA DARAT (3x Day Dives + 1x Night Dive)
Arrive early in the morning around the bay of Gili Lawa, an outstanding diving location in this region,
which will includes the sea mound and the drift diving of the point. A few dive points such as GPS Point
and Crystal Bomie will leave you the opportunity to spot napoleon wrasse, sharks as well as turtles.
Stunning corals and reefs will excite you on your full days diving in this area
DAY 3: SANGEANG - BANTA ISLAND (3x Day Dives + 1x Night Dive)
The boat arrives early at the stunning volcanic island, Sangeang We will do a half day of diving at the
one of the best dive site at the island. Lunch will be served onboard while the boat is sailing Toward to
Banta Island for another afternoon and night dive. We will then proceed to Rinca and Nusa Kode
DAY 4: TATAWA BESAR (3 x Day Dives)
In the morning, after light breakfast, we begin with diving in Tatawa Besar and Kecil. The prevailing
current, north or south, will dictate where you enter at the main dive site of Tatawa Besar. Turtles
seem to be everywhere and you can expect to see many as you navigate the site. Before you leave the
currents behind watch out of the blacktip reef sharks, giant trevallies, great and black-tail barracudas.
Manta Rays also make occasional guest appearances
Day 5: TATAWA KECIL (3x Day Dives + 1 x night dive)
To the south of Tatawa Besar is Tatawa Kecil. It’s best to dive the west coast of this island to explore
its vibrant shallow coral gardens full of altheas. Its caves and boulders are perfect harbors for larger
groupers. There are also large schools of humpback snapper, titan triggerfish and the occasional
orange-spotted trevally.
DAY 6: PINK BEACH - KOMODO ISLAND (1 Tracking/komodo encounter + 2x Day Dives)
The Mutiara Laut will anchor near Komodo Island
Before your encounter with Komodo Dragons, we will have 2 dives in surrounding area of Pink Beach.
Lunch will be served onboard.
After the dive, a park ranger will escort you across the island (about 4,5 km there and back ) to a
viewing spot to safely watch the “ Komodo Dragons” at very close range.

DAY 07. PADAR (THREE SISTERS) .2 x day dives 1 x night dive
Padar Island Diving changes completely from clear, warm water from the Flores Sea to the
murkier rich plankton soup of the Indian Ocean that attracts lots of life.
DAY 08:MAKASSAR REEF 3 x dives
"Manta Alley" This is the place that makes Komodo stand out as a destination that represents
the variety of diving in Indonesia. Oposite to the critter hunt at Nusa Kode, here you will dive
with manta rays, lots of them!

DAY 9: CURRENT CITY 3 x dives
"Current City" The real Komodo diving starts here where, like the name suggests, the currents
play a big role in this part of the cruise. When you are in the water at the right place and time,
the reefs spring to life! Fish are abundant everywhere but the rocks and reefs in 'current' areas
provide the best chances for spotting the bigger fish, especially sharks and other pelagics
DAY 10: RINCA ISLAND trekking.
Land Excursions Dragonwalk in Rinca An amazing walk in Rinca’s “savannah” searching for this
unique creature, the Komodo dragon (Varanus komodoensis). Only 3 places in the world are
there Komodo dragons, in Padar, Rinca and Komodo.
DAY 11: LABUAN BAJO
All good things come to an end. After breakfast we will bring you to the airport where you will
head to your next destination.

